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ABSTRACT

With growing interest in exploring fundamental phenomena at terahertz (THz) frequencies, the need for controlling the polarization state of
THz radiation is indispensable. However, simple optical elements, such as waveplates that allow creating circularly-polarized THz radiation,
are scarce. Here, we present THz quarter-wave plates (QWPs) made out of (110)-cut and (001)-cut DyScO3 (DSO) crystals. We examine the
complex refractive indices along the in-plane axes and map the birefringence of both DSO crystals. Further, we demonstrate that both
50-lm-thick (110)-cut DSO and 370-lm-thick (001)-cut DSO crystals behave like a QWP over a broad frequency range of 0.50–0.70 THz
and 0.50–0.61 THz, respectively, with a phase tolerance of63%.

VC 2021 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0043216

The so-called terahertz (1THz¼ 1012Hz) frequency range of the
electromagnetic spectrum spans from 0.1 to 10THz. This spectral
range has remained unexplored for a long time due to the lack of
intense radiation sources and sensitive detectors. Over the past few
decades, extensive progress has been made toward the development
and application of THz technology.1–3 In particular, these include
intense single-cycle THz pulse generation4–7 and THz time-domain
spectroscopy (THz-TDS).8–11 From the fundamental point of view,
light-matter interaction in this range is an ideal tool for studying col-
lective excitations in solid-state systems, such as phonons,12 mag-
nons,13 and heavy fermions.14–16 In addition, the non-destructive
nature of THz radiation makes it ideal for investigating the dynamic
properties (conductivity, dielectric function, etc.) in a contactless man-
ner in thin films17,18 where mechanical contacts are detrimental.
Recently, THz-TDS has been used to investigate soft vibrational modes
in thin ferroelectric SrTiO3

19 and PbTiO3
20 films, and the non-Fermi-

liquid behavior in thin films of heavy-fermion material, YbRh2Si2.
21

While these investigations can be performed using linearly-polarized
(LP) THz light, there are certain phenomena where the helicity inher-
ent for circularly-polarized (CP) THz light is indispensable, such as in
measuring circular dichroism,22 the quasi-particle Hall-effect in super-
conductors,23 ionization of Rydberg atoms,24 generation of nanoscopic

toroidal moments,25 etc. In addition, CP THz light is of great impor-
tance for investigating chiral structures in bio-molecules with promis-
ing applications, such as drug delivery and biological sensing.1,26

Quarter-wave plates (QWPs) for generating CP THz light can be
designed in different ways, such as form birefringence, liquid crystals,
and the intrinsic crystal anisotropy. Form birefringence, based on an
anisotropic periodic structure, can be induced in artificial manners
using gratings, stack of papers,27 or Pancharatnam–Berry metasurfa-
ces.28,29 Optical elements that incorporate liquid crystals offer an elec-
trically tunable birefringence.30 These devices are, however, bulky and
complex to fabricate. Commercially available THz QWPs are mostly
based on the intrinsic crystal anisotropy of quartz, which has a high
transmittance in the THz range31 and exhibits a strong birefringence.
The narrow bandwidth of a single quartz-based QWP (�63GHz,32

within 63% tolerance) is not suitable for applications in THz-TDS.
To obtain broadband operation (�1THz), special designs32 are
required where, for example, multiple quartz plates have to be pre-
cisely adjusted in thickness and stacked together with proper orienta-
tions. Hence, there is a need for identifying new materials that
combine robust and broadband operation with a simple fabrication
process. Since many materials are not transparent to THz radiation,
the choices are very limited. Among the few options, orthorhombic
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DSO crystals exhibit high potential with a reasonable THz transmit-
tance.33,34 Furthermore, both (110)-cut and (001)-cut DSO crystals are
frequently used as substrates for growing various thin film heterostruc-
tures,35–37 extending the possibility toward integrated device architec-
tures that requires CP THz light. To our surprise, the birefringence of
DSO in the THz range appears to have remained unexplored so far.
To our advantage, however, measurement techniques to access the
polarization state of the THz light are abundant both in the frequency
domain38–41 and in the time domain.32,42–45

In this Letter, we investigate and utilize the optical properties of
(110)-cut and (001)-cut DSO crystals at THz frequencies. We use
phase-sensitive THz-TDS to determine the complex refractive indices
along different crystallographic axes. We then employ a THz polarim-
etry technique similar to Ref. 32 that allows us to precisely determine
the phase retardation and the polarization of the transmitted THz
radiation. We show that, unlike quartz (with Dx=x ¼ 0:07; Dx is
the working frequency range and x is the mean of the frequency
range), a single 50-lm-thick (110)-cut DSO crystal or a single 370-
lm-thick (001)-cut DSO crystal behaves like a QWP over a frequency
range as broad as 0.50–0.70THz (Dx=x ¼ 0:33) or 0.50–0.61THz
(Dx=x ¼ 0:19), respectively, with a phase tolerance of 63%. This
provides a beneficial and simpler setting for designing waveplates for a
relatively broader THz frequency range. With a careful design combin-
ing different orientations and surface cuts of DSO, there is even room
for improvement of the bandwidth.

In our experiment, we generate single-cycle linearly-polarized
THz pulses with a pulse energy of a few nanojoules by optical rectifica-
tion in a 0.5-mm-thick (110)-cut ZnTe single-crystal, using 90% of an
amplified Ti:Sapphire laser output (wavelength 800nm, pulse duration
50 fs, pulse repetition rate 1 kHz, 2.5 mJ pulse energy).46 The residual
10% of the laser output is used for electro-optic sampling of the trans-
mitted THz wave. The THz and the infrared beams are collinearly
focused onto a 0.5-mm-thick (110)-cut ZnTe detection crystal. The
THz-induced ellipticity of the sampling light beam is measured using
a QWP, a Wollaston prism, and a balanced photodiode. The signal
from the balanced photodiode is analyzed with a lock-in amplifier. In
order to increase the accessible time delay between the THz and the
probe pulses, Fabry–P�erot resonances from the faces of the detection
crystal are suppressed by a 2-mm-thick, THz-inactive (100)-cut ZnTe
crystal that is optically bonded to the back of the detection crystal.

We fabricate our samples from (110)-cut and (001)-cut DSO
crystals, supplied by Crystec GmbH. While the (110)-cut DSO is
thinned down to 506 3lm, and the (001)-cut DSO is thinned down
to 3706 5lm. Both samples are then polished to obtain optically flat
surfaces. The choice of thickness and cuts is defined by the birefrin-
gence and the fact that the design is for a zero-order QWP-like perfor-
mance. At first, we measure the birefringence of both DSO crystals in
a standard transmission-mode THz-TDS setup. We orient the DSO
crystals and find that the maximum transmitted signal for the (110)-
cut DSO is when the electric field of THz (ETHz) is parallel to the crys-
tallographic [1�10] axis, while for the (001)-cut DSO, the ETHz is paral-
lel to the crystallographic [100] axis. We then rotate the DSO crystals
in the sample plane by 90� and obtain the transients along the other
orthogonal in-plane axes, i.e., the crystallographic [001] axis for the
(110)-cut DSO and [010] axis for the (001)-cut DSO crystal. The
transmitted THz electric fields in the time domain are shown in Figs.
1(a) and 1(b). All signals are normalized to the maximum field value

of the reference (air). We can see from Fig. 1(a) that the THz transient
along [1�10] is shifted by �0:3 ps in time with respect to the one along
[001], while in Fig. 1(b), the THz transient along [110] is shifted by
�0:5 ps with respect to the one along [010]. These observations point
toward a strong birefringence of the two in-plane orthogonal axes for
both DSO crystals. The corresponding Fourier-transformed (FT) spec-
tra are shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d). The transmittances along the
[1�10], [001], [100], and [001] directions are 50%, 25%, 67%, and 57%,
respectively. The amplitude differences of the transmitted radiation
along the different crystallographic directions are in fact a combination
of both Fresnel reflection losses at the surface and the absorption loss
inside the crystals.

To quantify and make use of this birefringence, we determine the
refractive indices along the two in-plane axes [1�10], [001] for the
(110)-cut DSO and along [100], [010] for the (001)-cut DSO. When
an in-plane crystallographic axis of the DSO crystal is oriented parallel
to the electric field of linearly-polarized THz radiation, the transmitted
beam carries information on many optical parameters along that spe-
cific crystallographic direction. These optical parameters include the

FIG. 1. The transmitted THz signals along (a) [1�10] and [001] and (b) [100] and
[010] in-plane crystallographic axes of the (110)-cut and (001)-cut DSO crystal,
respectively. All the time transients are normalized to the reference signal. The
spectra obtained by Fourier transformation along (c) [1�10] and [001] and (d) [100]
and [010] in-plane crystallographic axes.
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refractive index n, extinction coefficient j, and the absorption coeffi-
cient a. To extract these parameters, the respective THz signals in the
time domain are converted to the corresponding spectra in the
frequency domain by Fourier transformation. Normalizing the sample
spectrum with the reference spectrum yields the complex-valued
transfer function. All optical parameters can then be obtained from
the logarithm of the amplitude and the phase of the transfer function47

(see Sec. II of the supplementary material for more details).
The frequency-dependent refractive indices and the extinction

coefficients along [1�10] and [001] for the (110)-cut DSO and along
[100] and [010] for the (001)-cut DSO are shown in Figs. 2(a) and
2(b), respectively. The slight negative values of the extinction coeffi-
cients are well within the experimental error bars and do not indicate
any amplification or gain in the medium. Evidently, the birefringence
between the two in-plane orthogonal axes is larger in the (110)-cut
DSO as compared to the (001)-cut DSO over the entire frequency
range, see the gray-shaded regions in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). A waveplate
is characterized by the amount of relative phase, d, that is related to its
birefringence, Dn and its thickness d, and it is given by d ¼ 2pdDn=k,

with k being the wavelength of the THz radiation. We note that the
phase retardation goes as dDn. This implies that for a crystal with
larger birefringence one can use a thinner crystal. Moreover, this justi-
fies the choice of different thicknesses for the two differently oriented
DSO crystals. Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show the absorption coefficients
for both samples along different crystallographic axes. We find a
strong dichroism for both crystals at frequencies above 1THz. The fre-
quency range of minimal dichroism, see the gray-shaded regions in
Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), sets the working frequency range in which the crys-
tal can behave as a zero-order QWP. Evidently, the bandwidth for
QWP-like operation is governed by a combination of birefringence
and dichroism between the two in-plane orthogonal axes of the DSO
crystals.

We use a THz polarimetry technique32 to map the polarization
of the THz pulse modified by the DSO crystal. A simplified schematic
of the setup is shown in Fig. 3(a). Here, the x-axis is defined to be par-
allel to the incident linearly-polarized THz electric field. The [1�10]
axis of the (110)-cut DSO crystal or the [100] axis of the (001)-cut
DSO crystal is oriented at an angle of 45� with respect to the x-axis. In
this configuration, the transmittances through the (110)-cut DSO and
(001)-cut DSO are approximately 30% and 25%, respectively. A set of
two linear THz wire grid polarizers are placed right after the DSO
crystal. The first polarizer is oriented at an angle / with respect to the
x-axis, while the second polarizer, named as analyzer, is fixed along
the x-axis. Such an arrangement allows us to determine the phase
retardation induced by the DSO crystal without changing the

FIG. 2. The frequency-dependent refractive index ~nðxÞ ¼ nþ ij of the DSO crys-
tal for (a) the [001] and [1�10] axes in the (110)-cut DSO and (b) the [100] and [010]
axes in the (001)-cut DSO. The shaded regions indicate the birefringence. (c) and
(d) The corresponding absorption coefficients along the respective axes. The
shaded regions indicate the frequency range over which the difference in absorption
along the two respective in-plane orthogonal axes is negligible.

FIG. 3. (a) Schematic of a THz polarimetry setup. (b) Projections of the electric field
~E leading to the measured signal Sð/Þ. When a linearly-polarized THz radiation,
with an electric-field amplitude ~E 0, is sent through the DSO crystal oriented at 45�

with respect to the x-axis, the transmitted electric field ~E first projects along the
polarizer direction (gray, double-sided arrow P) and then along the analyzer direc-
tion (gray, double-sided arrow A). / is the rotation angle of the polarizer with
respect to the x-axis. The resulting electric field amplitude is given by
Sð/Þ ¼ j~Eð/Þj. (c) Simulated amplitude, Sð/Þ, for the circularly-polarized (CP)
light, linearly-polarized (LP) light along y-axis and elliptically polarized light
(b=a ¼ 0:6).
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orientation of the detection crystal. When linearly-polarized THz radi-
ation with an electric field amplitude~E0 is sent through the DSO crys-
tal, the transmitted electric field ~E can be expressed as
~E ¼ a cos ðxtÞx̂ þb cos ðxt þ dÞŷ , where a, b, and d are the ellipticity
parameters that directly refer to the retardation and the orientation of
the waveplate. Specifically, a and b are linked to the amplitude ratio,
while d is related to the phase retardation of the waveplate.32 From
Fig. 3(b), we see that the transmitted THz wave projects consecutively,
first along the polarizer direction (P) and then the analyzer direction
(A). Thus, the amplitude Sð/Þ of the resulting THz electric field can
be expressed as

Sð/Þ ¼ j cos/j

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ða cos/þ b sin/ cos dÞ2 þ ðb sin/ sin dÞ2
q

: (1)

By measuring Sð/Þ as a function of the polarizer angle /, we can
obtain the ellipticity parameters of the transmitted THz wave. When
the DSO behaves like a QWP that generates CP THz waves, we have
d ¼ p=2, a¼ b and thus Eq. (1) simplifies to Sð/Þ ¼ ajcos/j, see Fig.
3(c). If the DSO, however, behaves like a half-wave plate, with an inci-
dent linearly-polarized light along x-axis, we would get a linearly-
polarized light along y-axis. For ~E along the y-axis, we would have

d ¼ p, a¼ 0, and Eq. (1) would give Sð/Þ ¼ b=2jsin 2/j, which is dis-
tinctly different. Moreover, for d ¼ p=2 and a 6¼ b, we will have ellip-
tically polarized light. One example is shown as the red curve in Fig.
3(c) with b=a ¼ 0:6.

By performing a scan over the full 360� rotation of the polarizer
in steps of 10�, we obtain a polar map. Fitting this polar map to Eq.
(1), we can obtain the ellipticity parameters of the THz waveform
transmitted through the respective DSO crystals. The normalized
polar plots of the measured data and fit functions at selected frequen-
cies are shown as dots and solid lines for the (110)-cut DSO and the
(001)-cut DSO crystals, respectively, in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) and Figs.
4(d) and 4(e). The polar plots within the frequency range from
0.5THz to 0.7THz, in Figs. 4(a) and (d), show an excellent agreement
with the expected results for CP THz light [see black curve in Fig.
3(c)] for both DSO crystals. The fitted results and the deviations are
provided in Table I. The phase tolerance limit is within 63%, while
the amplitude ratio, b/a, lies within 610%. The phase tolerance is
defined by the angular acceptance of the retarder, which is approxi-
mately 61:5� at a 63% change of dephasing. This value is typical for
broadband plate retarders as reported earlier in Refs. 32 and 48. A tol-
erance of610% in the amplitude ratio marks the range beyond which

FIG. 4. Polar map of the normalized amplitude Sð/Þ at several THz frequencies: (a) 0.51, 0.60, and 0.68 THz and (b) 0.43 and 0.77 THz for the (110)-cut DSO. The filled
circles are experimental data, while the solid curves are theoretical fits. (c) The corresponding fitted ellipticity parameters are plotted as a function of frequency. The black curve
represents the amplitude ratio between b and a, while the red curve shows the phase retardation d=p. The blue-dashed lines mark the frequency range where the phase retar-
dation is within a tolerance of63% and the amplitude ratio is within a tolerance of610%. (d)–(f) Polar maps and the fitted ellipticity parameters for the (001)-cut DSO.
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the Sð/Þ heavily deviates from circular lobes. The polar plots outside
the 0.5THz to 0.7THz frequency range [see Figs. 4(b) and 4(e)] start
to deviate from that of an ideal CP light in either DSO crystals. These
deviations of the ellipticity parameters are also manifested on the polar
plots in two ways. First, both lobes disorient from the / ¼ 0� or 180�

polar axes. Second, the shape of the lobes changes from circle to an
ellipse. This concomitantly indicates that the phase retardation shifts
away from p=2, and the amplitude ratio diverges from 1 [see Table I
for values]. Figures 4(c) and 4(f) show the fitted results of amplitude
ratio and phase retardation as a function of frequency for the (110)-
cut DSO and the (001)-cut DSO, respectively. The pink- and gray-
shaded areas in Figs. 4(c) and 4(f) highlight the phase tolerance of
63% and the amplitude-ratio tolerance of610%, respectively. By sat-
isfying both criteria we find that the effective working frequency range
of a single (110)-cut DSO (Df ¼ 200GHz) is three times broader than
a single quartz waveplate. Meanwhile, a single (001)-cut DSO also has
an effective working frequency range (Df ¼ 110GHz) nearly two
times larger than that of a single quartz waveplate. We find that the
(110)-cut DSO still outperforms the (001)-cut DSO considering the
deviation of ellipticity parameters. In the Poincar�e-sphere representa-
tion, the polarization state evolves in our DSO waveplate in a single
step from linear to circular polarization. This shows our design sim-
plicity in comparison to the six-quartz-plate design that involves mul-
tiple polarization state transitions.32

In conclusion, we have characterized zero-order THz QWPs
made from orthorhombic DSO crystals with two different surface cuts.
The refractive indices of the in-plane crystallographic axes in both
DSO crystals are measured by the phase-sensitive THz time-domain
spectroscopy. With their strong birefringence behaviors, we demon-
strate that both the 50-lm-thick (110)-cut DSO and the 370-lm-thick
(001)-cut DSO behave like a zero-order THz QWP over a frequency
range of 0.5–0.7THz and 0.50–0.61THz, respectively, within a 63%

phase and 610% amplitude-ratio tolerances. Our results expand the
possibilities not only for designing a simple achromatic zero-order
QWP by combining DSO crystals with different surface cuts, but also
for device integration that requires an inherent polarization control of
THz light. In addition, because orthorhombic scandates are commonly
used as substrates for thin-film technology, our study opens up possi-
ble avenues for the investigation of fundamental phenomena in
low-dimensional heterostructures that require long wavelength chi-
ral light.

See the supplementary material for detailed analysis and evalua-
tion procedures.
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